
 Shape : circular, slightly dysimetric, with a little dip at the stem end 

 Skin : shiny dark red on the all surface of the fruit. The skin is mo-

deratly thick, without any lenticels. 

 Core : medium sized, semi clingstone 

 Firmness : very good 

 Flesh : smooth and juicy.  

 Organoleptic qualities : very good , well balanced 

Yellow nectarine  

 BIG GLORY®  
COV EU 43 723   

 3 to 4 days before Earlitop® 

 

Fruit at harvest time 

Fruit description 

Fruit characteristics 

 Production 

 Split cores susceptibility : very weak 

 Rot susceptibility : weak 

 Sensitivity to handling : weak 

 

Early variety with 
a very nice  

presentation 
- 

Very low  
split cores  

susceptibility  
- 

Adapted in all  
production areas 

In good production conditions, the 

yield can reach 25 T/Ha. 

The dominant fruit size is A, with an 

average weight of 150-160g.  

 LOW MEDIUM HIGH 

BRIX (%)*      9  11         

Acidity (meq / 100 g)*           17   19   

Aroma intensity         5 6      

*Pimprenelle measures          



Blooming 

Tree 

 Bud break : early 

 Period: early 

 Bloom set : strong  

 Fruit setting : strong 

 Thinning : strong 

 Habit : erect 

 Vigor : strong 

 Wood qualities : good 

 Shape pruning : topping must be done during the 1st and 2nd 

years. Subsequently the scaffold branches will be opened by ben-

ding or pruning. 

 Regular pruning : on stiff flowering shoots and vigorous 2 year old 

wood. Flowering shoots are very long and can be shorten of 1/3 of 

their lenght during the thinning. 

 Summer pruning : indispensable in post harvest period to keep a 

proper light exposure in the inner part of the tree. Bearing fruit 

woods must be kept in closed position to favor the regrowth of new 

flowering shoots the following year. 

 Productivity : strong 

 Fruit set : very rapid 
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Information  

on this  
technical bulletin 

01/2022  
is indicative only  

and strongly  
depends  

upon production  
conditions,  

harvest time,  
and soil/climatic  

conditions  
of the year.  

 
This is  

a protected variety,  
which requires  

a license  
and is the subject  

of  
royalties pay-

ments.   
 

Propagation  
and  

production  
can only be done  
with IPS agree-

ment. 


